Celebrity Baby News: Blac
Chyna Expecting Child with
18-Year-Old Boyfriend YBN
Almighty Jay

By Carly Horowitz
It has been said in the latest celebrity news that Blac Chyna
may be pregnant with YBN Almighty Jay’s child. The celebrity
couple has been reportedly together since March. The public
has been talking about the fact that Blac Chyna is 29-yearsold while her boyfriend, YBN Almighty Jay is 18-years-old.
According to UsMagazine.com, the pair met on Christian Mingle.
“I would not want to f–k a bitch I did not want to get
pregnant,” YBM Almighty Jay allegedly said. “If Chyna got

pregnant, I would keep that s–t like ‘ohh daddy love you,’ I
love that ass.'” This would be Chyna’s third child as she
shares her daughter, Dream Renée Kardashian, with Rob
Kardashian and her son, King Cairo Stevenson, with Tyga.

In celebrity baby news, Blac Chyna
is expecting with her very young
boyfriend. What are some things to
consider when it comes to age in a
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
We have all heard the saying that age is just a number. But it
is definitely true that age comes with experience, and it is a
serious responsibility to care for a child. Here are some
things to consider if there is a large age gap in your
relationship:
1. Be prepared to handle the differences: It is beneficial to
understand that if you are in a relationship with someone
where there is a large age difference between you two, you are
going to encounter some generational contrasts. You may have
different musical interests and perspectives on life, but
maybe that’s what makes it so exciting for you!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Blac Chyna’s Lawyer ‘Considering
All Legal Options’ Against Rob Kardashian
2. Maturity: Maturity does come with age but we can’t deny
that we have met some 19-year-olds that seem more mature than
some 30-year-olds that we have met. It all depends on the
person. If you are with someone who is relatively young but
they show a lot of maturity, then that is great and your
relationship will probably work out really well.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Blac Chyna Confirms She’s
‘Single’ and ‘Happy’
3. Judgement: People may judge if you are in a relationship
with an age gap. Just be prepared and know in your heart that
your love conquers all.
What are some other things to consider when it comes to age in
a relationship? Comment below!

